BEYOND THE BLUE

Choreographed by: Terry and Caroline French. 04/17, WestCountry Kickers, westcountrykickers@talktalk.net

Description: 64 count circle partner dance.


Music: “Beyond The Blue” by Beth Nielson Chapman. 100bpm
“Beyond The Blue” by Emmylou Harris and Patty Griffin. 100bpm
“Boardwalk Angel” by Billy Joe Royal. 108bpm

Start on lyrics.

Start Again

MAN

ROCK BACK, RECOVER, SHUFFLE ½ TURN, ROCK BACK, RECOVER, SHUFFLE ½ TURN
1-4 Rock back on L, Recover onto R, Shuffle ½ turn right L,R,L
5-8 Rock back on R, Recover onto L, Shuffle ½ turn left R,L,R

Release hands on count 3, (back to back on count 4), rejoin double handhold on count 8

ROCK BACK, RECOVER, SIDE SHUFFLE, CROSS, SIDE, BEHIND, ¼ TURN
9-12 Rock back on L, Recover onto R, Side shuffle left L,R,L
13-16 Cross R over L, Step L to left side, Cross R behind L, Turn ¼ left step L forward

Release man’s left/lady’s right hands on count 16

WALK x2, SHUFFLE FORWARD, FORWARD ROCKING CHAIR
17-20 Walk forward R,L, Shuffle forward L,R,L
21-24 Rock forward on L, Recover onto R, Rock back on L, Recover onto R

SIDE, TOGETHER, SHUFFLE FORWARD, (x2)
25-28 Step L to left side, Step R beside L, Shuffle forward L,R,L
29-32 Step R to right side, Step L beside R, Shuffle forward R,L,L

WALK x2, SHUFFLE FORWARD, ½ TURN x2, SHUFFLE FORWARD
33-36 Walk forward L,R, Shuffle forward L,R,L
37-40 ½ turn left step back on R, ½ turn left step forward on L, Shuffle forward R,L,R

Release man’s right/lady’s left hands on count 21, rejoin man’s right/lady’s left hands

STEP FORWARD, PIVOT ¼ TURN, CROSS SHUFFLE, SIDE ROCK, RECOVER, CROSS SHUFFLE
41-44 Step forward on L, Pivot ¼ turn right, Cross shuffle L,R,L
45-48 Rock R to right side, Recover onto L, Cross shuffle R,L,R

Pick up double handhold on count 42

(CROSS SIDES) WALK x2, SHUFFLE FORWARD, ROCK, RECOVER, SHUFFLE ½ TURN
49-52 Walk forward L,R, Shuffle forward L,R,L (Changing sides)
53-56 Rock forward on R, Recover onto L, Shuffle ½ turn right R,L,R

Release man’s right/lady’s left hands on count 49, man cross behind lady, lady walk/two under raised hands (man’s left/lady’s right), release hands on count 49, pick up inside hands (man’s right/lady’s left) on count 52

STEP FORWARD, PIVOT ¼ TURN, SAILOR STEP, (CHANGING SIDES) WALK x2, SHUFFLE ½ TURN
57-60 Step forward on L, Pivot ¼ turn right, Left sailor step L,R,L
61-64 Walk forward R,L, Shuffle ½ turn right R,L,R

Pick up double handhold on count 58, release man’s left/lady’s right hands on count 61, man cross behind lady, lady walk/two under raised hands (man’s right/lady’s left), pick up double handhold on count 64

START AGAIN